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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF COMPLAINT 

On November 21, 1996, Local 1303-222, Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (the Union) 
filed a complaint with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations (the Labor Board), 
alleging that the Town of Greenwich (the Town) had violated and continued to violate the 
Municipal Employee Relations Act (the Act) by unilaterally transferring bargaining unit work to 
non-bargaining unit supervisors. 

After the requisite preliminary steps had been taken, the parties came before the Labor 
Board for a hearing on September 15, October 7 and October 14, 1999. Both parties were 
represented, and were allowed to present evidence, examine and cross examine witnesses, and 
make argument. The parties submitted post hearing briefs, the last of which was received by the 
Labor Board on February 15, 2000. 

On the basis of the entire record before us, we make the following findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, and we dismiss the complaint. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. The Town is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act. 

2. The Union is an employee organization within the meaning of the Act, and at all relevant 



times has represented a unit of public health nurses employed by the Town. 

3. At all relevant times, the Union and the Town were parties to a collective bargaining 
agreement in effect from July 1, 1992 through June 30, 1997 (Ex. 2) which contains the 
following provision: 

32. 	Reciprocal Rights 
*** 
C.	 The Town may sub-contract and/or may employ a person or persons for 

the purpose of providing nursing services to the community outside of 
normal working hours and any such persons so employed shall not be 
covered under the terms of this Agreement. 

4. Negotiations for the above-referenced collective bargaining agreement commenced on or 
about March 30, 1992 and did not conclude until approximately June of 1995. Union Staff 
Representative Peter Thor (Thor) was the Union’s chief spokesperson during the negotiations. 

5. Prior to 1992, the Town provided health care services in the school system (i.e., school 
nurses) and also through a home health care program. Both programs were staffed by members 
of the bargaining unit. 

6. Prior to 1992, the Town also ran three different types of health clinics: a child health 
clinic, an adult immunization clinic, and an annual flu clinic. The child health clinics served pre-
school children year-round a few mornings each week from approximately 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 
p.m., and operated out of the Health Department’s offices in Greenwich Town Hall. The adult 
clinics also operated year-round out of Town Hall, a few afternoons each week from 
approximately 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. The flu clinics occurred every October, for approximately 
ten sessions of an hour or so each, scheduled among morning, afternoon and evening sessions, 
and were generally held in various off-site locations. 

7. Prior to 1992, all of the clinics were staffed by members of the bargaining unit, who 
primarily administered immunizations. The child health clinics, the adult immunization clinics 
and the daytime flu clinics were typically staffed by bargaining unit members as part of their 
regular work day. The flu clinics which were scheduled in the late afternoon and evening, 
outside of the regularly scheduled work day, were offered to bargaining unit members on an 
overtime basis. 

8. Prior to 1992, Barbara Ward (Ward), a non-bargaining unit supervisor, would attend the 
clinics in a supervisory capacity. Ward would administer immunizations herself when a clinic 
became extremely busy or in order to allow the assigned nurses to take a break or to provide a 
nurse with the opportunity to supervise a clinic. However, prior to 1992, she did not regularly 
schedule herself in the rotation for any of the clinics. 

9. In 1992, the home health care program was terminated, and approximately half of the 
bargaining unit was laid off. The Health Department was reorganized. (See Ex. 10). 
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10. After the reorganization, the three clinics continued to be offered on the same schedule as 
before. Some bargaining unit members continued to staff the clinics as part of their regularly 
scheduled work day. The child immunization clinics remained fully staffed after the 
reorganization, and there is insufficient evidence to determine whether Ward or other supervisors 
ever administered immunizations in this clinic on anything more than a sporadic, temporary 
basis. The 3:00 p.m. adult immunization clinics were also regularly staffed by one or two 
bargaining unit members. However, if these bargaining unit members were unavailable to staff 
the adult immunization clinics due to absences such as vacation or sick leave, Ward would 
schedule herself or another supervisor to administer the immunizations during those clinics. 
Ward would also schedule herself to work this clinic in order to relieve the assigned bargaining 
unit member to do necessary paperwork. The remainder of the bargaining unit were assigned to 
individual schools, at least some of which closed at around 3:00 p.m. 

11. For the flu clinics occurring after normal work hours, Ward would first offer the work to 
the bargaining unit on an overtime basis. (Ex. 29, 30, 31). If there was no one available to work, 
Ward would regularly schedule herself or another supervisor to administer immunizations at the 
annual flu clinics. (Ex. 17-20, 22-25). 

12. The flu clinic assignments and the monthly department schedules were created in 
advance by Ward and were made available to the bargaining unit. (Ex. 17-20, 22-25). 

13. In June of 1993, an internal union meeting was held. Two union members reported on 
the subjects discussed at a recent labor management committee meeting, which included the 
issue of Ward “filling a staff nursing role.” (Ex. 26). There is no evidence on the record to show 
when or if the Union followed up on this issue with management prior to October, 1993. 

14. On October 26, 1993, Ward met with Union Representative Thor and Union President 
Carole Sandreuter to discuss a number of issues raised by the Union. The meeting was 
contentious. Ward responded to the Union on these issues by letter dated November 9, 1993. 
The response provided in relevant part: 

#7. Issue of Director assuming responsibilities of PHN 1 viewed as performing work 
which should be performed by AFSCME member. 

Response: My assistance at CHC has decreased substantially. I am available to do 
immunizations and occasionally, an interview or two if clinic is overbooked. If MCH 
nurse is not available (which is rare), I fill in. In order to assist at Immunization Clinic (3 
p.m.’s per week), I’ve included myself in the rotation, to allow other staff needed 
downtime for paper work. In the past, I have been assisting with the Hepatitis Program. 
If clinics are held after hours, staff are given opportunities for O.T. If not, Jennifer 
Johnson and I manage this Program. Overall, in all clinical areas of the Department, 
Program Directors and supervisors are encouraged to maintain their skills by thorough 
“hands-on” activities from time to time. Such Policy is based on the experience of those 
in clinical programs in a variety of care settings. Consequently, administration does not 
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view such participation negatively. (Ex. 14). 

At no time did Ward inform the Union that she would cease administering immunizations at any 
of the clinics. 

15. At a union meeting in October of 1994, the Union again discussed “the issue of flu clinics 
being staffed by administration.” The minutes of the meeting indicated that the Union President 
planned to follow up with Ward on the issue. (Ex. 27). There is no evidence on the record to 
confirm that the Union President thereafter talked to Ward about the clinic staffing, or that the 
Town represented to the Union that Ward would cease administering clinic immunizations. 

16. In approximately the summer of 1995, Donna Johnson (Johnson) was assigned as the 
Union Staff Representative, replacing Thor who had recently concluded the negotiations for the 
successor collective bargaining agreement. 

17. In January of 1996, Alfred Cava (Cava) was hired by the Town as the Director of Human 
Resources. When he assumed his position, there were no pending grievances, complaints or 
other issues pertaining to the Union. 

18. At a labor-management meeting on March 28, 1996, the Union raised the issue of “non-
bargaining unit supervisors performing bargaining unit work,” indicating that “previous concerns 
have been expressed with a commitment to cease, however the problem is increasing.” (Ex. 11). 
The Town requested that Ward meet with the Personnel Director to discuss the issue and to 
follow up with the Union President. The minutes of the meeting do not specify the “bargaining 
unit work” at issue. 

19. By letter dated May 10, 1996, Johnson informed Cava that Ward had failed to respond to 
the Union President on the issue of performing bargaining unit work, and had continued to 
perform bargaining unit work. The letter does not specify the “bargaining unit work” at issue. 
(Ex. 15). 

20. At a May 20, 1996 labor-management meeting, the Union raised the issue of Ward and 
other supervisors administering medications at the schools to cover for absent school nurses. 
Cava indicated that he would prepare a written response to the Union about the matter. (Ex. 12). 

21. By letter dated June 17, 1996, Cava responded to the Union in relevant part as follows: 

This is in response to your May 10, 1996 letter and our prior conversation at our last 
labor management meeting concerning supervisors performing bargaining unit work. 
Specifically, the Union is objecting to Barbara Ward and Debbie Travers covering a 
school when the school nurse is absent. 

As we discussed at our last labor management meeting, this situation would only occur in 
instances when the department was unsuccessful in hiring a substitute school nurse to 
cover the school for the day….It is only when the department is unable to obtain a 
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substitute school nurse that either Barbara Ward or Debbie Travers will provide coverage 
for the students at the school. In instances when this is necessary it is only for the limited 
purpose of administering medication to the students at the school. Once the medication 
has been administered, and there are no pending health related matters requiring their 
attention, they leave the school and return to their normal duties…(Ex. 16). 

22. Johnson did not raise the issue of non-bargaining unit supervisors administering clinic 
immunizations with Cava until around the time that the Union filed the instant complaint on 
November 21, 1996. (Ex. 1). 

23. The Union never requested to bargain with the Town regarding the staffing of the clinics, 
and the issue was not raised by the Union during the negotiations which resulted in the 1992-97 
contract. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The Union established a prima facie case of subcontracting under either the pre-1995 
shared work analysis or pursuant to the test set forth in City of New Britain, Decision No. 3290 
(1995). 

2. The Union waived its right to bargain over the assignment of non-bargaining unit 
employees to administer immunizations at Town-sponsored clinics. 

DISCUSSION 

The Union claims that the Town has unlawfully permitted non-bargaining unit 
supervisors to administer immunizations at various Town-sponsored clinics. We agree with the 
Union that the Town transferred bargaining unit work to non-bargaining unit supervisors, but 
find that the Union waived its right to bargain over the transfer of work. 

We must first resolve which analysis to apply to the facts of the case. According to the 
Union, the alleged violation in this case is of an ongoing nature. Therefore, the Union asks us to 
apply the subcontracting analysis contained in City of New Britain, Decision No. 3290 (1995). 
The Town argues that City of New Britain is inapplicable because the transfer of work in 
question occurred prior to 1995.1 We find that the Union has established a prima facie case of 

1 In Town of Wethersfield, Decision No. 3337 (1995), the Board stated that absent exceptional 
circumstances, the standard enunciated in New Britain would not be applied retroactively to cases in which the 
actions complained of pre-date April 6, 1995, the date New Britain was issued. The record evidence indicates that 
in 1996, the Union was primarily complaining about supervisors dispensing medications, and not the administration 
of immunizations. 
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unlawful subcontracting under either a New Britain analysis or its predecessor, the shared work 
analysis. 

Prior to the issuance of the New Britain decision, a respondent could defend against a 
claim of unilateral subcontracting by relying on the so-called shared work defense. Generally 
speaking, when the work in question had been shared historically between members of the 
bargaining unit and other, non-bargaining unit employees, continued instances of such sharing 
did not violate the Act. See City of New Britain, supra at pp. 26-29. The Town argues that 
because Ward administered immunizations in the clinics before 1992, her participation in the 
clinics after 1992 was merely a continuation of the same practice. We do not find merit to the 
Town’s contention that the work of administering immunizations was shared to such a degree 
prior to 1992 that it excused the continued and increased performance of the work by non-
bargaining unit supervisors after 1992. 

The record in this case is clear that prior to the reorganization in 1992, Ward only 
administered immunizations at the clinics on an ad hoc basis, as needed to cover for emergency 
overflow. Ward admitted that her clinic participation greatly increased after the reorganization, 
and that she probably had never scheduled herself to work as a public health nurse in the clinic 
rotations prior to 1992. The enormous increase in Ward’s clinic participation was a direct result 
of the staff reduction caused by the 1992 reorganization and was far more involved than the 
sporadic immunizations she may have provided previously. As we noted in Naugatuck Board of 
Education, Decision No. 3340 (1995), the “temporary and sporadic assistance by a supervisor 
during emergencies and other special circumstances does not lay the foundation to establish a 
shared work defense.” We conclude that under the pre-New Britain standard, the Town 
unilaterally transferred bargaining unit work to non-bargaining unit supervisors, and the shared 
work defense is inapplicable. 

Under the City of New Britain standard, the result is the same. A prima facie case of 
unilateral subcontracting or transfer of work under New Britain requires the Union to prove each 
of the following elements: 

(1) the work in question is bargaining unit work; 
(2) the subcontracting or transfer of work varies significantly in kind or degree from 

what had been customary under past established practice; and 
(3) the subcontracting or transfer of work had a demonstrable adverse impact on the 

bargaining unit. 
City of New Britain, supra at p. 3. 

The parties don’t dispute that administering immunizations at the clinics is bargaining 
unit work.2  The record is clear that after the reorganization in 1992, there was a significant 

2 The record reveals that in 1996 the Union also complained about non-bargaining unit supervisors 
dispensing medications at the schools. See Findings of Fact 20, 21, supra. However, based on the arguments raised 
by the Union at the hearing and in its brief, it is clear that the instant complaint is directed solely at the issue of the 
administration of immunizations at the clinics. Thus, the work in question involves only the administration of 
immunizations. 
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change in the amount of bargaining unit work that was performed by the non-bargaining unit 
supervisors, as a direct result of the staff reduction. Specifically, the evidence demonstrates that 
after 1992, Ward and other supervisors were regularly scheduled to cover both anticipated 
absences in the late afternoon adult immunization clinic, as well as various shifts in the annual 
flu clinics that were not filled by voluntary overtime. This was a significant departure from the 
practice prior to 1992, when supervisors administered immunizations only on an emergency or 
ad hoc basis. 

There is also a demonstrable adverse impact on the bargaining unit, in that bargaining 
unit positions lost in the 1992 layoff will never be replaced as long as the supervisors continue to 
cover the loss of these positions by administering clinic immunizations.3  While the bargaining 
unit was practically halved in 1992, the clinic schedule continued unchanged. Therefore, we 
conclude that the Union has established a prima facie case of unlawful transfer of work. 

The Town first argues that the Union’s complaint should be barred on grounds of waiver 
or laches. Specifically, the Town claims that the Union waived its right to complain about the 
alleged transfer of work by failing to request bargaining and failing to raise the issue of clinic 
staffing during successor contract negotiations. The Town also claims that the Union failed to 
file its complaint within a reasonable time and therefore it should be barred by the principle of 
laches. We agree that the Union waived its right to demand negotiations in this case by its 
inaction. 

We recently set forth the standard we use in determining whether a union has waived its 
right to bargain over a mandatory subject. 

…Although there is no statute of limitations in the Act, under similar 
circumstances we have found unions to have waived the right to bargain about a 
decision to implement a new policy when a significant amount of time has 
elapsed without any demand to bargain. In analogous cases, we applied the 
Connecticut Supreme Court’s reasoning in City of Norwich v. Norwich 
Firefighters, 173 Conn. 210 (1977). There the Court stated: 

…Although the employer has an initial duty to propose bargaining about 
a change he wishes to make (concerning a mandatory subject of 
bargaining) his conduct is to be judged in its entirety and in context as of 
the time the complaint is filed. If the employer announces the change 
without proposing it for negotiation at the onset, this does not free the 
union of a duty on its part to propose bargaining where there is full 
notice and a reasonable opportunity to do so. And if thereafter the 

3 The Union also claims lost overtime opportunities as evidence of adverse impact, but we disagree for two 
reasons. First, the record reveals that overtime for the flu clinics was consistently offered to the bargaining unit. 
Second, the contract specifically grants the Town the right to use non-bargaining unit employees outside of normal 
working hours; since overtime opportunities would necessarily occur outside of normal working hours, the 
bargaining unit can lay no legitimate claim to any such overtime. 
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change is implemented without bargaining neither party can fault the 
other for the lack of negotiations. 

See City of New Haven, Decision No. 1558 (1977); City of Torrington, 
Decision No. 3345 (1995). 

State of Connecticut Department of Correction, Decision No. 3632 (1998). 

In the present case, the Union first became aware of the Town’s practice after 1992 of 
using Ward and other non-bargaining unit supervisors to staff the immunization clinics much 
more frequently. The Union President and Staff Representative expressly raised the issue of 
clinic staffing with Ward in October of 1993. The parties dispute whether Ward said she would 
stop scheduling herself to administer clinic immunizations. We credit Ward’s testimony that she 
never stated she would cease giving shots, which is consistent with her November 1993 written 
response to the Union (Ex. 14). 

Assuming arguendo that the Union was satisfied with Ward’s response in 1993, about a 
year later, the “issue of flu clinics being staffed by administration” was again raised at an 
internal union meeting. However, there is no reliable evidence to show that the Union raised the 
issue with management any time in 1994 or 1995. The Union acknowledged that it never made a 
demand to bargain over the issue, despite the fact that contract negotiations were ongoing 
throughout the time period in question. Even in 1996, the discussions between the new Staff 
Representative and the new Human Resources Director involved the claim that supervisors were 
dispensing medication at the schools when the school nurse was absent. The issue of clinic 
staffing was not explicitly raised by the Union until right around the time the instant complaint 
was filed in November of 1996. Therefore, from November of 1993 to November of 1996, the 
Union took no effective action to protect its right to bargain over the alleged transfer of 
bargaining unit work. 

The Union asserts that the delay was excusable given management’s assurances that the 
transfer of work would stop. There is simply no reliable evidence on this record that the Town 
promised to stop assigning supervisors to staff immunization clinics. In fact, the record supports 
the contrary conclusion. 

The Union also argues that its delay was excusable because it was difficult to monitor the 
performance of bargaining unit work at the Town Hall when the majority of the bargaining unit 
worked elsewhere at the individual schools. This argument cannot be sustained in light of the 
assignment calendars that were circulated to the entire bargaining unit, as well as the fact that 
some bargaining unit members were assigned to Town Hall. (Exs. 17-20, 22-25). 

Under these circumstances, we find that the Union had ample notice and opportunity to 
request bargaining with the Town over the clinic staffing issue. The lapse of three years before 
filing the instant complaint was unreasonable and operates as a waiver of its right to bargain over 
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the transfer of work at issue. We therefore dismiss the complaint.4 

ORDER 

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor 
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby 

ORDERED that the complaint filed herein be, and the same hereby is, DISMISSED. 

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS 

C. Raymond Grebey 
C. Raymond Grebey 
Acting Chairman 

Wendella A. Battey 
Wendella A. Battey 
Board Member 

Thomas C. Watson 
Thomas C. Watson 
Alternate Board Member 

4 We also note that to the extent that the Union challenges all clinic work which would require overtime if 
performed by members of the bargaining unit, we conclude that the contract (Ex. 2) excuses the Town’s action in 
assigning such clinic work outside the bargaining unit. 
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CERTIFICATION 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 21st day of 
July, 2000 to the following:


Attorney J. William Gagne, Jr.

Gagne & Associates

1260 Silas Deane Highway

Wethersfield, Connecticut 06109


Attorney Saranne P. Murray

Shipman & Goodwin

One American Row

Hartford, Connecticut 06103-4328


Lolly H. Prince, First Selectman

Town of Greenwich

Town Hall, 101 Field Point Road

Greenwich, CT 068362540


Alfred C. Cava, Director of Human Resources

Town of Greenwich

101 Field Point Road, Town Hall

Greenwich, CT 068362540


Donna Johnson, Staff Representative

Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO

444 East Main Street

New Britain, Connecticut 06051


Attorney Susan Creamer

Council 4, AFSCME, AFL-CIO

444 East Main Street

New Britain, Connecticut 06051
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_____________________________

Jaye Bailey Zanta, General Counsel

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS
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